The Complete Curb-to-Curb
Communication Tool for Techs

Easy to implement. Easy to use.
We work with your managers
and techs to get them up and
running in a matter of weeks.

Born out of the field service industry, XOi
Technologies is shifting the way field service
professionals do business. Developed with
the goal of addressing the challenges and
effects of the skilled trades gap, XOi is
devoted to arming technicians with the tools
needed to bring efficiency, transparency, and
expertise to every jobsite.
The XOi Vision app provides residential
and commercial field service companies
in the mechanical, electrical, and plumbing
industries a complete curb-to-curb
communication tool that empowers
technicians to safely capture critical job site
information, launch on the job remote support,
access relevant equipment documentation,
and provide customers photos and videos of
recommended and completed work.

Your All-In-One
Communication Tool
XOi for Technicians
Complete work faster.
CYA with jobsite photos and videos.
Hone skills with on the job training and support.

XOi for Managers
Remotely view work quality.
Verify job completion.
Keep tabs on past and present jobs.

XOi for Customers
Better communicate with technicians.
Understand the work that needs to be done.
Trust the work was completed.

Benefits of Using XOi
Efficiency

Transparency

Revenue and Profit Margins

Decrease nonbillable costs

Improved customer
experience

Increased opportunity
creation and win rates

Decrease time
spent supporting
technicians remotely

Increased market
differentiation

Decreased call-backs
Decreased second truck rolls

Increase first-time fix rates

Increased work validation
and quality control

Increase number of jobs
completed per technician

Increased insight into job
activity and equipment history

Decreased number
of customer disputes
and credits

The Technology You Need When
Your Techs Need It Most
“Our Visual Intelligence powered by XOi Technologies offers
wonderful advantages to our operational processes, but its biggest
impact is that it provides a new way to build trust between our
technicians and owners. That direct benefit cannot be overstated.”

35% increase
in the number of service
requests completed

24% increase

Chuck Swallow, VP, Strategic Accounts, TDIndustries

in the average revenue value
of each service request

40% decrease
in the number of
second truck rolls

“The return on investment (ROI) that we’ve experienced
with the Vision platform has actually been very surprising.
Normally, when you do an investment you’re thinking
if you can get $2-3 to $1 you’ve done a great job. The
ROI we’ve experienced has been $9 to $1.”
Mike Harrell, VP, Facility Services, Lee Company

“This solution really provides a platform for what future service
is going to look like and how it’s going to run. It’s the ultimate
key to transparency for inside and outside of the organization.”
Josh Zolin, CEO, Windy City Equipment

“Giving our employees the ability to instantly tap into the
collective wisdom of technicians, who jointly have thousands
of years of experience, is an invaluable resource.”
Michael Roson, VP, Service Sales, Arista
Air Conditioning Corporation
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